SLAM POEM –
G11 CAREERS
What do you want to be?
A scientist?
A psychologist?
A therapist?
An artist?
A cynologist?
A numismatist?
A jurist?
A doctor?
A film director?
A dietologist?
A dancer?
A manager?
A nurse?
Just apply You can be anything you want!
Our school is a place where you see smiles,
giggle and laughter, but once the school days
are over, what happens after?
One day you will be sitting in your final exam,
gritting your teeth in your last fire drill,
and finding your place in an alphabet line,
ready to swallow the bitter (OR SWEET) pill
of leaving…
A big section of your life comes to an end
and adulthood is where you are heading.
Pharmacy, or Medicine - you can do anything
don’t be scared and try new things.
Never call it a day, continue all the way
And see what the future brings.
After school, release your true potential
It’s never too late to switch and change your path to
something preferential like dancing or singing,
policing and swinging the country to vote for you.
You can do anything you want.
Many options at this school.

Yes, me!
Yes me!
Maybe?
May I?
What’s this?
Oh yes!
Sounds hard.
Not bad!
For sure!
No clue…
What, me?
Let me see.
I’ll try…

Many doors will open here.
You decide what you will be.
You will make a plan,
you will find your dream.
There is much more than breathing,
eating and sleeping.
There’s science and teaching
and reaching for success.
You will see what you can be.
It’s hard when you don’t know
what you want to do,
Your favourite choice is art director,
but next day something else is better.
So many people were at this school,
and many have found dream careers,
They work as brokers and pioneers too
it doesn’t matter –
as long as you love what you do.
Even as little kids,
we knew we had the chance to be
firemen, policemen or cameramen
but when we saw the doors,
which opened for us to see,
we knew we could specialise and be
in careers such as
cynologists, economists,
numismatists or philanthropists.
G eleven is heaven,
you can achieve all the things that you wanted to do.
So whatever you are, counsellor or illustrator, dietologist or virologist –
don’t be a choker and strive for better than mediocre.
You can achieve anything you want!
Graduating from this school opens a pool full of cool jobs.
Be a designer, be a developer, if you are creative.
Be an IT teacher, be a researcher, if you can handle computers.
Be a linguist, be a therapist, if you like to communicate.
Be a director, be a manager, if you can organise.
Be a scientist, be a chemist, if you like to explore.
Be an instructor, be a moderator, if presentation is your thing.
Be a journalist, be an artist, if you have clever ideas.
If you are a doctor, give me an answer how cancer works.
If you are an architect, plan correct and do not wreck the building.
Even as a Latin teacher, you might feature
as a hero for the kids!

You can do anything you want!
Graduate from our school
you’ve mastered all the subjects
You’ve worked on many projects.
It’s time to get your paycheck.
Many options you can choose.
You’ve got all the skills
You need those skills for every job:
Engagement for psychologists,
Creative skills for scientists,
And social skills for therapists.
We’re sure you will be top!

On top of your career plans,
You don’t want to be bored?
Then stand out of the crowd
And do more jobs than one.
Study law and be a poet.
Study medicine but dance.
Change your job if you’re unhappy,
It doesn’t really matter.
Be yourself and live your life
And don’t miss your chance.
You can try anything you want
Life tries to tell you what is best,
what should be most important.
Choose a job from A to Z
Be whatever you want to be
Journalist, technologist, or therapist
If you’re good at talking
If you’re not that shy
Then why not speak in front of crowds
as art director, architect, or artist
Your skills will make you proud.
You got social skills?
Why not be a teacher
A doctor or director
You`re creative? Be an artist
Or perhaps a video game designer
Or even a slam poet?
There is also politics
if you want to rule the country
For that you need elections, though,
I’m going to put it bluntly.

Sometimes life doesn’t budge
It just gets all up in your way
But if you stick to
life-long-learning
You can be anything you want to be,
no matter what you chose
at the beginning of your learning spree.
You can go anywhere you want
Some people become teachers
They teach me and you
Or become a doctor
For animals too
Become a lawyer
And sue greedy employers
Be a slam poet
Show them what you have,
Don’t blow it!
study, be a scientist
researching human bones
be an architect
designing people’s homes
or become a plumber
using every tool
you can be just anything
but first - go finish school!

